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Edge turbulence measurements in NSTX by gas puff imaging
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Turbulent filaments in visible light emission corresponding mainly to density fluctuations at the
edge have been observed in large aspect ratio tokamaks: TFTR, ASDEX, Alcator C-Mod, and
DIII-D. This article reports on similar turbulent structures observed in the National Spherical Torus
Experiment~NSTX! using a fast-framing, intensified, digital visible camera. These filaments were
previously detected mainly in high recycling regions, such as at limiters or antennas, where the line
emission from neutral atoms was modulated by the fluctuations in local plasma density. However,
by introducing controlled edge gas puffs, i.e., gas puff imaging, we have increased the brightness
and contrast in the fluctuation images and allowed the turbulent structure to be measured
independently of the recycling. A set discrete fiber-optically coupled sight-lines also measured the
frequency spectra of these light fluctuations with a 200 kHz bandwidth. Initial results in NSTX show
that the turbulent filaments are well aligned with the magnetic field which can be up to 45° from the
horizontal at the outer midplane of NSTX. The dominant wavelength perpendicular to the magnetic
field is ;7–11 cm, corresponding to ak' rs of ;0.3 at an assumedTe525 eV, and the frequency
spectra has a typical broad shape characteristic of edge turbulence extending to about 100 kHz. By
imaging a He gas puff along a magnetic field line the characteristic radial scalelength appears to be
in the 3–5 cm range. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1321009#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Edge turbulent filaments in visible light emission ha
been observed in large aspect ratio tokamaks: TFTR1,2

ASDEX,3 Alcator C-Mod,4 and DIII-D.5 Edge turbulence in
tokamaks and stellerators is believed to contribute to the
dial flux of heat and energy across the separatrix and into
scrape off layer. As such it also affects the energy and p
ticle deposition profiles on the divertor surfaces. This arti
describes initial measurements of the two-dimensional~2D!
space-time structure of the edge turbulence as measured
visible imaging diagnostic in the National Spherical Tor
Experiment~NSTX!.6 In the present work the contrast an
brightness of the light fluctuation is increased by the int
duction of a localized gas puff in the field of view of th
imaging diagnostic, hence termed gas puff imaging~GPI!.
This approach is similar, although relatively simpler, th
that employed in Ref. 5 where a neutral beam was emplo
to illuminate the turbulent eddies.

The characteristics of filamentary structure observed
the visible light emission from the plasma edge is similar
the edge density turbulent structure as measured with La
muir probes.3,7 These filaments, normally seen inDa emis-
sion, are highly elongated along the magnetic field~l@1 m
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long!, but have a short scale length across the field in
poloidal direction (l''1 – 10 cm). These light fluctuation
are thought to be due to the rapid excitation of the neu
atoms by the electron density fluctuations, i.e.,S
}n0nef (Te), whereS is the local light emission from neu
trals,n0 is the local neutral density~assumed not to fluctuat
on fast time scales!, ne is the local electron density, an
f (Te) is normally a weak function within some range of ed
temperatures. The fluctuation characteristics inS andne ~as
measured by a Langmuir probe! were shown to be similar on
ASDEX3 and on the Caltech tokamak7 and, under low den-
sity conditions, the light emission intensity of the He I line
587.6 nm was calculated to be proportional to the elect
density responsible for its excitation.4 The average electron
density in NSTX is below 331019m23 and lower at the
edge. Thus we take as a working assumption that the st
ture of the visible light emission from the plasma edge
approximately the same as the structure of the edge den
turbulence.

Two images obtained in NSTX with a 20ms exposure
and 1 ms apart in time can be seen in Fig. 1. The filam
structure can be clearly seen over the high harmonic
wave~HHFW! antenna~90 cm high!. In this case the turbu-
lence is ‘‘illuminated’’ by the natural recycling from the an
tenna’s Faraday shield. This introduces the complication
the characteristics of the light emission from the neutral
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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oms is not only modulated by the fluctuations in the lo
electron density but depends on the recycling level. For
stance, it has been observed at Alcator C-Mod that the
mentation diminishes considerably duringH-mode confine-
ment phases in comparison withL-mode.8 This is due almost
exclusively to the lower recycling level characteristic of th
higher confinement regime. Essentially no differences
observed in the scrape-off layer turbulence in Alcator C-M
when plasmas withH-mode are compared with thos
L-mode confinement.4 This is where gas puff imaging intro
duces one more advantage over the observation of na
recycling: by GPI the turbulent structure can be measu
independently of the recycling.

II. GAS PUFF IMAGING

The visible light emission structure in NSTX is me
sured using a fast-framing camera diagnostic, used pr
ously on TFTR.2 This diagnostic is based on an intensifi
Kodak Ektapro digital camera capable of acquiring full im
ages~2393192 pixels! at a 1000 Hz frame rate. The digit
zation of each pixel is 8 bit deep. The new feature of
edge turbulence measurements in NSTX, as mentio
above, is the use of gas puff imaging, i.e., the use of a lo
gas puff in the camera field of view to increase the lo
neutral densityn0 and thus the brightness~and contrast! of
the fluctuation images. The images in NSTX were produ
by either filteredDa or HeI ~587.6 nm! light, or total visible
light ~440–700 nm!. The views of the edge turbulent stru
ture were either the poloidal versus toroidal or poloidal v

FIG. 1. Edge turbulent filaments observed over the HHFW antenna ‘‘i
minated’’ by natural recycling from the Faraday shield. Images obtai
with 20 ms exposure and no interference filter~discharge 101125!.
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sus radial planes. In this later case the localized gas pu
set so that the turbulent structure is viewed along a magn
field line. Since the characteristic wavelength along the fi
line is long this then yields images of ‘‘eddy’’-like struc
tures.

Since the turbulence autocorrelation time is much fas
than the framing rate of the fast camera~1 frame/ms!, a
supplementary measurement of the time dependence o
edge turbulence was made in NSTX using a set of disc
fiber-optically coupled sight-lines. Each sight-line was f
cused onto a 4–5 cm diam within the gas puff and detec
using a photomultiplier tube with a bandwidth of;200 kHz,
and sampled at 500 kHz.

III. INITIAL RESULTS

Two consecutive images~frame rate of 1 kHz! of the
outer midplane edge region of NSTX can be observed in F
2. These images were obtained with a 10ms long exposure
and no interference filter. In Fig. 2, the edge turbulent fi
ments are illuminated by a deuterium gas puff from the
cm diam circular port in the middle of the image. The
filaments are aligned nearly along the magnetic field, wh
had an;42° angle to the toroidal direction at the midplan
in this I 50.8 MA, B50.3 T case~as evaluated byEFIT!, and
have a broad range of poloidal wavelengths centered atl'

;10– 15 cm. In the case of Fig. 1 the angle of the filame
is closer to 30° due to the lower plasma currentI
50.5 MA). In views such as these, the filamentary struct

-
d
FIG. 2. Images of the edge turbulence in the poloidal vs toroidal pla
Images obtained with 10ms exposure and no interference filter. The hig
recycling layer over the center column can be seen close to the right ed
these images~discharge 101533!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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disappears at exposure times above;100ms and there is no
repeated spatial structure from one frame to the next.

The dominant poloidal wavelength islpol;10–15 cm
near the outer midplane, based on the analysis of many
loidal versus toroidal images such as those in Fig. 2. Fig
3 shows the distribution of the filament full width as defin
in Fig. 3~a!. It is seen in this figure that the fluctuation am
plitude ~5area/width! appears to increase with the filame
width @Fig. 3~b!#. Figure 3~c! shows that the width distribu
tion is broadband, peaking in the 10–15 cm range for
brightest filaments.

This poloidal wavelength of 10–15 cm is equivalent to
wavelength perpendicular to the field ofl';7 – 11 cm
which is up to a factor of 2 larger than thel';562 cm
observed for the visible light filaments on the inner limiter
TFTR at B;8 T,1 or the l';662 cm observed near th
outer edge on ASDEX atB;2 T.3 This suggests that th
perpendicular wavelength of edge turbulence is not very s
sitive to the magnetic field strength. In the NSTX case o

FIG. 3. Spatial characteristics of the turbulent filaments.~a! Poloidal lineout
on gas puff in discharge 101533 at 166 ms. The ‘‘filament full width’’ a
‘‘area’’ of the filament are defined.~b! Filament amplitude, defined as are
~full width!, as a function of the width. The filament amplitude increas
with its width. ~c! Distribution of the filament widths for the filaments wit
amplitude>13. The distribution of the brightest filaments is centered
10–15 cm.
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Te525 eV for the localB50.15 T).

The poloidal versus radial structure of the visible lig
emission from a helium gas puff just near the separatrix
cm above the outer midplane is shown in Fig. 4. In this c
a He I line filter at 587.6 nm is used with 10ms exposures.
The observed spatial structure has a large variation fr
frame-to-frame over the 15 cm315 cm approximate area il
luminated by the puff, such as seen in the difference betw
the two consecutive frames shown~1 ms apart!. The poloidal
scale of these filaments is consistent to that seen in Fig
and 2: at most only one turbulent eddy can be observe
any one frame. The radial scalelength of the light emissi
on the other hand, is observed to be in the 3–5 cm range.
size of the light emission due to the gas puff is comparable
the poloidal scale of the turbulence yielding at most o
eddy within the puff. Consequently, it is difficult to chara
terize the radial size spectrum, except to say that there d
not appear to be structure on the scale of;1 cm ~which
should have been resolvable in these images!.

Figure 5 shows an output from a discrete channel de
tor which viewed a 5 cmdiam area within the 60 cm diam
gas puffing port shown in Fig. 2. The raw signals, as sho
in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!, typically have a fluctuation level o
~rms/mean! ;25%, with a typical autocorrelation time o
<40 ms seen Fig. 5~d!. The frequency spectrum@Fig. 5~e!# is
similar to other measurements of edge turbulence.9 There

s

FIG. 4. Images of the edge turbulence in the poloidal vs radial plane.
ages obtained with 10ms exposure and a HeI interference filter~587.6 nm!.
The approximate location of the helium gas puff is indicated by arrows.
turbulence is seen as rapidly changing ‘‘eddies’’ with radial scalelength
3–5 cm~discharge 101989!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 5. Time series analysis of the visible light sign
from a discrete channel viewing the gas puff shown
Fig. 2 ~discharge 101585!. These signals are similar tha
of edge density turbulence observed in other device
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appears to be some ‘‘bursting’’ in the raw signal, as shown
Fig. 5~b! and also seen in the skewed probability distributi
function in Fig. 5~f!. However, there are apparently no si
nificant long-time tails of the autocorrelation function, e.
as in Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!, except during occasional low fre
quency coherent MHD activity. The signals observed in F
5 are similar to edge turbulence observed in other toro
devices; for example, the frequency spectrum in Fig. 5~e! is
similar to that seen with Langmuir probes in the large J
tokamak,9 and also that observed recently in Alcator C-M
using visible light emission from a helium gas puff.4 This
reinforces the idea that the edge turbulence does not de
sensitively on the size or magnetic field of the tokamak.

IV. DIAGNOSTIC AND ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT

The gas puff imaging diagnostic described in this arti
has started to provided useful insights on the edge turbule
observed in NSTX. Nevertheless improvements are requ
in the hardware together with further development of
analysis. The localized gas puff used in the poloidal ver
radial view of the turbulence was limited in size and hen
yielded only limited scale-length information on the turb
lent filaments~seen as eddies when observed along the m
netic field line!. A poloidally extended gas puff manifold ha
been installed in NSTX to increase the poloidal range of t
system while still maintaining a short gas puff dimension
the toroidal direction.

Further quantitative interpretation of the images obtain
requires a detailed model for the local relationship betw
the edge density fluctuations and the visible light fluctu
Downloaded 14 Jul 2006 to 192.188.106.30. Redistribution subject to AI
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tions, which depends upon the atomic physics of the li
emission process, the neutral penetration physics, and
effect of possible electron temperature and neutral den
fluctuations. The turbulence wavelength sensitivity needs
be evaluated for each configuration to take into account
averaging over small wavelengths and the undersamplin
large wavelengths. Finally, the possible effect of large n
tral gas puffs on the edge turbulence needs to be evalu
both theoretically and experimentally. Based on this mod
ing, the results of visible imaging of edge turbulence can
quantitatively compared with the recent numerical mod
for edge turbulence.10–12
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